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	jQuery Mobile Cookbook, 9781849517225 (1849517223), Packt Publishing, 2012

	Over 80 recipes with examples and practical tips to help you quickly learn and develop cross-platform applications with jQuery Mobile


	Overview

	
		Create applications that use custom animations and use various techniques to improve application performance
	
		Use and customize the various controls such as toolbars, buttons, and lists with custom icons, icon sprites, styles, and themes
	
		Write simple but powerful scripts to manipulate the various configurations and work with the events, methods, and utilities which are provided by the framework.



	In Detail


	jQuery Mobile is an award winning, HTML5/CSS3 based open source cross-platform UI framework. It offers a very cool and highly customizable UX. It is built on the popular jQuery library and uses declarative coding making it easy to use and learn. It is the market leader today considering the numerous browsers and platforms that it supports.


	"jQuery Mobile Cookbook" presents over a hundred recipes written in a simple and easy manner. You can quickly learn and start writing code immediately. Advanced topics such as using scripts to manipulate, customize, and extend the framework are also covered. These tips address your common everyday problems. The book is very handy for both beginner and experienced jQuery Mobile developers.


	You start by developing simple apps using various controls and learn to customize them. Later you explore using advanced aspects like configurations, events, and methods.


	Develop single and multi-page applications. Use caching to boost performance. Use custom transitions, icon sprites, styles, and themes. Learn advanced features like configurations, events, and methods. Explore future trends by using HTML5 new features and semantics with jQuery Mobile.


	"jQuery Mobile Cookbook" is an easy read and is packed with practical tips and screenshots.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Create single-page and multi-page applications that use custom CSS and JavaScript transitions; improve performance using Prefetch, DOM-Cache, and Application Cache
	
		Use fixed and full screen toolbars, navbars, and buttons; customize them with your own icons, icon sprites, and styles
	
		Use XML and JSON data in your application; format page content using layout grids, collapsibles, and nested accordions
	
		Build accessible forms; use form controls like flip switches, sliders, and select menus; validate and submit forms using Ajax
	
		Use various types of lists such as Inset, Numbered, Nested, Read-only, and Split Button lists; manipulate lists using JavaScript
	
		Use JavaScript to dynamically create and initialize controls, load and change pages, handle events; tweak and customize the framework configurations
	
		Explore HTML5 semantics and features such as Local Storage, Session Storage, History, 2D Canvas, 3D, Geolocation, Web Workers, Audio, and Video
	
		Use custom fonts and backgrounds, upgrade themes, override existing themes; generate and share new themes using the Theme Roller tool



	Approach


	This book is written in Cookbook style with a lot of practical tips, code, and step-by-step examples, to ease and quicken your learning curve.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a beginner with jQuery/JavaScript skills, this book offers you numerous examples to get you started.


	If you are a seasoned developer, this book lets you explore jQuery Mobile in greater depth.
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PHPList 2 E-mail Campaign ManagerPackt Publishing, 2011

	Tired of an e-mail BCC list that scrolls off the page or fiddly and hard-to-manage bulk mailing systems? You need phpList—a high-powered, robust, feature-packed mailing system that will "get out of your way" and get the job done.


	phpList 2 E-mail Campaign Manager will guide you from basic installation and setup...


		

Retail Branding and Store Loyalty: Analysis in the Context of Reciprocity, Store Accessibility, and Retail Formats (Handel und Internationales Marketing Retailing and International Marketing)Springer, 2013

	Marketers and retailers have to understand how to manage different consumer perception levels of retail brands, which have a major determining role on store loyalty across different complex contexts. Addressing these issues, Bettina Berg analyzes first whether corporate reputation and retail store equity have a reciprocal relationship in...


		

Salivary Gland Cytopathology (Essentials in Cytopathology)Springer, 2008

	Salivary gland cytopathology is one of the most challenging areas of diagnostic cytology. Salivary Gland Cytopathology will use a simplified algorithmic approach based upon differential diagnostic groups to cover practical aspects of diagnosing common as well as challenging salivary gland lesions.


	This volume published in the...





	

Beginning SharePoint 2010 Development (Wrox Beginning Guides)Wrox Press, 2010

	Discover how to take advantage of the many new features in SharePoint 2010


	SharePoint 2010 is a significant leap forward from the 2007 release, and 'you will find that there are a ton of features built into the platform for you to leverage in your solution development. Because SharePoint is a broad platform that covers a...


		

Encyclopedia of 20Th-Century TechnologyRoutledge, 2005

	All editors of encyclopedias are faced with the problem of what to include. Even if the title is agreed and the numbers of volumes and pages have been decided, the sum of possible entries could be very large. In the case of the Encyclopedia of 20th-Century Technology, the editor decided that in order to construct a logical and consistent set...


		

Guesstimation: Solving the World's Problems on the Back of a Cocktail NapkinPrinceton Press, 2008

	Guesstimation is a book that unlocks the power of approximation--it's popular mathematics rounded to the nearest power of ten! The ability to estimate is an important skill in daily life. More and more leading businesses today use estimation questions in interviews to test applicants' abilities to think on their feet....
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